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ABSTRACT: Dynamic electrowetting-on-dielectric (DEWOD) of the
unstretched and stretched Teﬂon is reported in the experiments with water
drop impact and rebound. We explore experimentally and theoretically the
situation with the capacitance diﬀerent from the standard static
electrowetting. Deionized water drops impact onto either an unstretched
hydrophobic Teﬂon surface or Teﬂon stretched up to 250% strain
normally to the impact direction. The surface roughness of the unstretched
Teﬂon increased after stretching from 209.9 to 245.6 nm resulting in the
increase in the equilibrium water contact angle from 96 ± 4° to 147 ± 5°,
respectively. The electric arrangement used in the drop impact experiments
on DEWOD results in a dramatically reduced capacitance and requires a
much higher voltage to observe EW in comparison with the standard static
case of a drop deposited on a dielectric layer and attached to an electrode.
In the dynamic situation we found that as the EW sets in it can greatly
reduce the superhydrophobicity of the unstretched and stretched Teﬂon. At 0 kV, the water drop rebound height (hmax) is higher
for the stretched Teﬂon (hmax ≈ 5.13 mm) and lower for the unstretched Teﬂon (hmax ≈ 4.16 mm). The EW response of
unstretched Teﬂon is weaker than that of the stretched one. At the voltage of 3 kV, the water drop sticks to the stretched Teﬂon
without rebound, whereas water drops still partially rebound (hmax ≈ 2.8 mm) after a comparable impact onto the unstretched
Teﬂon. We found a sharp dynamic EW response for the stretched Teﬂon. The contact angle of deionized water ranged from 147
± 5° (superhydrophobic) to 67 ± 5° (partially hydrophilic) by applying external voltage of 0 and 3 kV, respectively. Dynamic
electrowetting introduced in this work for the ﬁrst time can be used to control spray cooling, painting, and coating and for drop
transport in microﬂuidics.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wettability of solid surfaces with liquids is of great importance
in fundamental research and practical applications of adhesion
and micro- and nanoﬂuidics.1−3 Control of surface wettability
by application of external stimuli has drawn signiﬁcant attention
due to a wide range of potential applications. Among various
methods for wettability switching, electrowetting (EW) or
electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) is arguably one of the
most ﬂexible methods to actively control liquid wettability on
partially wettable or completely nonwettable surfaces. EW is an
electrically induced alteration in materials wettability and has
long been known to aﬀect the equilibrium contact angle of
drops without changing the chemical composition of the
contacting phases.2,4 EW results from the reduction in the
solid−liquid interfacial energy due to the free charges (ions)
accumulating at the dielectric surface when voltage is applied.
In turn, the equilibrium contact angle of drops on such
dielectric surfaces is aﬀected according to the Young−
Lippmann equation, and thus the surface wettability. The
apparent equilibrium contact angle can be dramatically altered
(often by 50% or more), which has dynamic connotations as
well. Therefore, EW oﬀers an excellent alternative for moving
© 2013 American Chemical Society

tiny amounts of liquid over hydrophobic surfaces or making
them wettable. The eﬀect is precise, repeatable and rapid,
making EW a desirable method for manipulating small drops
on a surface. Drop manipulation by EW has very useful diverse
applications such as digital microﬂuidics,5 electronic displays,6
paint drying,7 responsive cooling,8 adjustable focusing lenses,9
and so on.10,11 Recent needs for the construction of low-power
and eﬃcient EW systems have triggered studies aimed at the
mechanism and limitations of EW. The control over the
wetting properties of the solid surfaces by EW already has
numerous practical applications, yet many aspects of electrowetting behavior are not fully understood. The main diﬃculty
encountered in the static elecrowetting is that, after some initial
decrease in contact angle, even very large external voltages fail
to achieve complete wetting.2,12 Several complementary
hypotheses have been advanced in that respect, such as
dielectric charging,13 asymmetric (polarity dependent) electrowetting responses,14 gas ionization in the vicinity of the contact
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line, contact line instability,15 droplet resistance,12 and
saturation phenomena.16
Numerous EW phenomena on micro/nanostructured
surfaces involve an enormous change in contact angle and a
fast dynamic tuning of the wetting.17−20 Generally, wetting
behavior is strongly dependent on both surface chemistry (i.e.,
surface energy) and surface topography (i.e., surface roughness). Superhydrophobic surfaces have been produced mainly
in two ways: (i) by creating a rough structure on a hydrophobic
surface and (ii) by modifying a rough surface by a material with
low surface free energy. For water to wet the superhydrophobic
surfaces, external work has to be done to overcome the energy
barrier to achieve the transition from the superhydrophobic to
hydrophilic state.21−26 The EW method oﬀers a powerful,
nondestructive, on-demand, and selective way to achieve this.
For example, when a liquid drop is placed on a superhydrophobic surface, it stays at the top of the roughness,
leading to a small contact area, a large contact angle (>150°),
and a small roll-oﬀ angle (the Cassie−Baxter state).27 Once a
voltage is applied, the drop is impaled through the surface
texture leading to a contact angle lower than 150° and a high
roll-oﬀ angle (the Wenzel state).28 It was demonstrated that the
use of EW can switch surface wetting properties from the
superhydrophobic to nearly completely superhydrophilic.17
That was achieved by fabricating nanopillars with a diameter
of 350 nm and a height of 7 μm by dry etching a Si wafer. Each
pillar had a conductive core of Si covered by a thermally grown
insulating SiO layer and a hydrophobic top coating. Surfaces
can be eﬃciently made wettable and water pumped through
superhydrophobic aligned multiwalled nanotube membranes by
application of a small EW voltage.18 The Cassie-Baxter-toWenzel transition by EW was demonstrated on the nanocomposite superhydrophobic surface prepared using spherical
amorphous carbon nanoparticles (∼100 nm thick) capped on
carbon nanotubes.19 Behavior of water drops on aligned carbon
nanotube surfaces under the inﬂuence of an EW voltage was
experimentally investigated, and the limits of contact angle
change on such surfaces were established.20
In EWOD devices, the applied electric ﬁeld is conﬁned in the
dielectric layer, so that EW is determined by the geometrical
parameters and dielectric permittivity of the dielectric. The
main requirement for an eﬃcient EW is the low contact angle
hysteresis on the hydrophobic dielectric layer in conjunction
with high initial contact angle. One of the most widely used
materials relevant to EW is poly(tetraﬂuoroethylene) (PTFE),
i.e., Teﬂon. It is reported that ﬂat ﬂuoropolymer Teﬂon reveals
the equilibrium contact angle of water of around 108 ± 2°.29 A
further increase in the equilibrium contact angle of ﬂat Teﬂon is
preferable for most microﬂuidic devices, since it will not only
facilitate drop motion but also extend the functional range of
the contact angle. An easy and eﬀective method to prepare
superhydrophobic Teﬂon is to change the density of the ﬁbrous
crystals by stretching.
In the present research work, we report the dynamic
electrowetting-on-dielectric (DEWOD) performance of unstretched (hydrophobic) and stretched (superhydrophobic)
Teﬂon on FTO substrates. We report for the ﬁrst time in the
literature, the electrowetting eﬀect associated with water drop
impact and bouncing, the situation signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from
standard EW phenomena with sessile drops attached to an
electrode. Section 2 describes the experiment and section 3 the
theory. The results are exposed and discussed in section 4.
Conclusions are drawn in section 5.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The commercially available Teﬂon tape was selected as the dielectric
material for DEWOD experiments. The Teﬂon tape was carefully cut
into 50−60 mm (length) × 50−52 mm (width) × 100 μm (thickness)
pieces. Given the ductile nature of Teﬂon, the Teﬂon pieces were
stretched to diﬀerent strains [strain = (L − L0)/L0 × 100 (%), where
L0 is the initial length and L is the stretched length] of 50, 100, 150,
200, and 250% (the strain variance was ±10%) at a velocity of 50 mm/
min at room temperature (∼20 °C). The thickness of the unstretched
Teﬂon was 100 μm, whereas after stretching to 200%, the thickness
diminished to 70 μm. The unstretched and stretched Teﬂon pieces
were ﬁxed on FTO-coated glass substrate as shown in the lower panel
in Figure 1 (air bubbles between Teﬂon and FTO were carefully

Figure 1. Dynamic electrowetting experiment with drop impact onto
Teﬂon layer. The upper panel shows the sketch and the lower one the
photographic images of the setup.

removed) and used for static and dynamical drop impact measurement
(with and without EW voltage applied), as well as for SEM and AFM
observations.
The EW experiments were carried on the unstretched and stretched
Teﬂon at three diﬀerent locations on each sample to ensure
repeatability. The EW measurements were carried out in the following
way: the voltage between 0 and 6 kV was applied by the High Voltage
supplier (EL20P2, Glassman) directly to the FTO substrate on which
either unstretched or stretched Teﬂon was ﬁxed. The equilibrium
contact angle (ECA) was measured without voltage applied and in
static EW experiments. The average ECA value was adopted by
measuring at ﬁve diﬀerent positions on the same sample. DI water was
supplied to a stainless-steel nozzle (EFD, inner and outer diameters of
100 and 240 μm, respectively) by a syringe pump (KDS Legato 100)
at a ﬂow rate of 0.4 mL/min. Spherical drops 1.92 mm in diameter
were generated and dripped under gravity onto the substrate. The
impact velocity was ∼62 cm/s. The distance between the nozzle tip
and the substrate was ﬁxed at h = 5 cm. A high-speed camera (Vision
Research, Inc., Phantom 7.3) with zoom lens (1.56 μm/pixel) and
LED lamp (50 W) captured the magniﬁed images of ejected DI water
drops. In recording the side views, the camera was aligned at the same
vertical level as that of the substrate. The error in measuring the
locations of points at the drop surface was less than 5°. Snapshots were
taken at an interval of Δt = 45 μs. All measurements and experiments
were performed at room temperature. The relative dielectric
permittivity of the unstretched and stretched Teﬂon samples was
taken as in the literature as ε = 2.1. The surface morphology of the
unstretched and stretched Teﬂon was characterized by scanning
electron microscope (SEM; S5000, Hitachi, Ltd.). Surface topography,
as well as surface roughness, was measured by atomic force microscope
(AFM; Park Systems XE-100) in tapping mode.
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τH = 10−100 ms. The hydrodynamic time scale τH is much
longer than the charge relaxation time τC = ε0ε/σe, with σe
being the electric conductivity of liquid, since τC is of the order
of 1 μs (ref 33). Since τC ≪ τH, the counterions arrive at the
surface of the polarized dielectric underneath the drop almost
immediately, and the electric situation at the drop/dielectric
interface during the spreading and receding stages does not
diﬀer from that in the standard static electrowetting experiment.
However, the electric connection of the dielectric layer
depicted in Figure 1 is diﬀerent from the one in the standard
static electrowetting, and thus the capacitance given by eq 2 is
inapplicable. To calculate the capacitance corresponding to
Figure 1, consider planar electrostatic problem depicted in
Figure 2. We use complex variable z = x + iy, where i is the
imaginary unit.

3. THEORETICAL MODEL
Electrowetting phenomena arise due to the change of the
equilibrium contact angle when voltage V is applied. In
standard electrowetting experiments a sessile drop is located on
a dielectric substrate and attached to an electrode. When
potential diﬀerence V exists between the bottom of the
dielectric layer and the drop, its equilibrium contact angle
depends on V and is given by the Young−Lippmann
formula2,30
C
cos θeV = cos θe0 + s V 2
2γ
(1)
where θeV and θe0 are the equilibrium contact angles when
voltage V is applied, or no voltage is applied, respectively, and γ
is the surface tension of liquid. In addition, the capacitance Cs
of the dielectric layer of thickness d in the standard EW
experiment with sessile drop is given as
εε
Cs = 0
(2)
d
where SI units are used, and ε0 and εd are the dielectric
permittivity of vacuum and the relative dielectric permittivity of
the dielectric layer underneath the drop.
According to eq 1, at a nonzero voltage V, the equilibrium
contact angle of a drop diminishes, which means that it is
stretched over the dielectric layer. This stems from the fact that
the counterions always present in water almost immediately
create the Stern layer at the dielectric surface when voltage is
applied, which reduces the interfacial energy of the solid/liquid
interface, and thus aﬀects the horizontal force balance expressed
by the Young equation, which transforms into eq 1.
However, in the present work a dynamic, rather than a static,
situation corresponding to drop impact is involved, as sketched
in the upper panel in Figure 1.
A drop of a volume-equivalent radius Re rapidly spreads after
a normal impact at the surface and the maximum spread-out
radius ai of the liquid footprint at the surface is given by the
following expression31,32
ai
⎛ We ⎞0.166
⎟
= 0.61⎜
⎝ Oh ⎠
Re

Figure 2. Planar electrostatic problem: complex z-plane corresponding
to the dielectric layer ABCC′B′A′.

The strip ABCC′B′A′ corresponding to the dielectric layer in
Figure 2 is mapped onto the upper half-plane in the complex
plane t = ξ + iη by the following conformal mapping function
z=−

d
ln t
π

(5)

such that point A is mapped to t = ∞, point B′ to t = 1, and
point C′ to t = 0, which is depicted in Figure 3. It is emphasized

(3)

where the Weber and Ohnesorge numbers We and Oh are
deﬁned as
We =

2ρR eV0 2
,
γ

Oh =

μ
(2ργR e)1/2

(4)
Figure 3. Complex upper half-plane corresponding to the dielectric
domain of Figure 2.

with ρ and μ being liquid density and viscosity, respectively,
and V0 the impact velocity. It is emphasized that eq 3 is valid
for dynamic rather than wettability-driven drop spreading and
therefore does not include the contact angle. The following
values of the dimensionless groups are typical of the present
experiments: We = 10 and Oh = 0.004.
Due to the fact that spread-out drops are subjected to surface
tension and the tendency to restore the equilibrium contact
angle, receding motion sets in. After a suﬃciently strong
impact, this motion can even result in drop bouncing due to the
signiﬁcant inertia and low viscous dissipation,31 as sketched in
the upper panel in Figure 1. (It is emphasized that the ratio of
the kinetic energy to viscous dissipation is of the order of the
impact Reynolds number Re = ρ2ReV0/μ = We1/2/Oh which is
close to 828, and thus dissipation is negligible in the present
case.) These phenomena proceed on the scale of the order of

that a drop would occupy in Figure 2 a domain in the upper
half-plane y > 0, which is much larger than the thickness of the
dielectric layer d, as well as the interelectrode distance 2a, or
the electrode size b − a. We are interested in the formation of
the Debye layer at the drop bottom in contact with the
dielectric layer at y = 0. Since the thickness of the Debye layer is
on the 10 nm scale (ref 34), while the sizes a, b, and d are on
the 100 μm scale, and the drop size is on the 1 mm scale, one
can eﬀectively assume that liquid would occupy the entire
upper half-plane y > 0 and the Debye layer stretches over −∞ <
x < ∞.
According to Figure 2, the boundaries of the left-hand side
electrode raised to potential U correspond to z−b = −b − id and
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z−a = −a − id, whereas the boundaries of the right-hand side
electrode at potential −U correspond to za = a − id and zb = b
− id (note that b > a). According to eq 5, these boundaries are
mapped to t−b = −exp(πb/d), t−a = −exp(πa/d), ta =
−exp(−πa/d) and tb = −exp(−πb/d), respectively, as shown
in Figure 3. Conformal mapping of eq 5 is equivalent to the
following coordinate transformation
⎛ πx ⎞ ⎛ πy ⎞
⎛ πx ⎞ ⎛ πy ⎞
ξ = exp⎜ − ⎟ cos⎜ ⎟, η = −exp⎜ − ⎟ sin⎜ ⎟
⎝ d ⎠ ⎝d⎠
⎝ d ⎠ ⎝d⎠
(6)

The electric potential φ in the dielectric domains in Figures 2
and 3 is found from the Laplace equation having the similar
form due to the conformal mapping, namely
∂ 2φ
∂ 2φ
∂ 2φ
∂ 2φ
+
= 0 (in z),
+
= 0 (in t )
2
2
2
∂x
∂y
∂ξ
∂η2

(7)

At the domain boundary, φ = 0 everywhere except the
electrodes, where φ = U at the left-hand side electrode and φ =
−U at the right-hand side electrode. The solution of the
Laplace equation in the upper half-plane t is given by Poisson’s
integral formula,35 which for the present boundary conditions
yields
φ (ξ , η) =

ηU ⎡
⎢
π ⎣

t −a

dζ
(ζ − ξ)2 + η2
−b
tb
⎤
dζ
−
2
2⎥
ta (ζ − ξ) + η ⎦

∫t

Figure 4. Potential distribution according to eq 9. Potential φ is
rendered dimensionless by U, coordinates x and y by the dielectric
layer thickness d. The following electrode parameters are used: a/d =
0.5 and b/d = 2.

∫

(8)

where ζ is a dummy variable.
Evaluating the elementary integrals in eq 8, and returning to
the coordinates x and y using eq 6, we arrive at the following
expression for the potential
φ (x , y ) =

⎛t − ξ⎞
⎛ t −b − ξ ⎞
U⎡
⎢arctan⎜ −a
⎟
⎟ − arctan⎜
π⎣
⎝ η ⎠
⎝ η ⎠
⎛t − ξ⎞
⎛ ta − ξ ⎞⎤
− arctan⎜ b
⎟ + arctan⎜
⎟⎥
⎝ η ⎠
⎝ η ⎠⎦

Figure 5. Surface density of the free charges at a/d = 0.5 and b/d = 2.
(9)

σion =

An example of the potential ﬁeld (9) is shown in Figure 4.
Calculating the derivative ∂φ/∂y at y = 0 using eq 9, we can
ﬁnd the surface density of the free charges σion on the
conducting side (counterions accumulated at the drop bottom)
in contact with the top side of the dielectric as
σion = ε0ε

×

∂φ
∂y

ε0ε
[cosh(πb /d) − cosh(πa /d)]
πx
U
d [1 + cosh(πb/d)][1 + cosh(πa/d)] d
(11)

and, correspondingly, the electric energy stored in the drop
bottom becomes
Eel = −

y=0

εε
= 0 2Ue−πx / d[cosh(πb/d) − cosh(πa/d)]
d
(1 − e−2πx / d)

ε0ε 2
[cosh(πb /d) − cosh(πa /d)]
π |x |
U
[1 + cosh(πb/d)][1 + cosh(πa/d)] d
d
(12)

The electric energy stored per unit area of the drop bottom
found from eq 12 then becomes

[e−2πx / d + 1 + 2e−πx / dcosh(πb /d)][e−2πx / d + 1 + 2e−πx / dcosh(πa /d)]

(10)

Eel = −

The surface density of the free charges predicted by eq 10
and rendered dimensionless as S = σion/{2U(ε0ε/d)[cosh(πb/
d) − cosh(πa/d)]} is illustrated in Figure 5. It shows that
anions are located at the drop bottom part above the positive
electrode (cf. Figure 2), i.e., at x < 0, whereas cations are
located at the drop bottom part above the negative electrode,
i.e., at x > 0.
If we assume suﬃciently small drop size, 2πx/d < 1, the latter
expression is simpliﬁed as

≈−

ε0ε 2
πa i
[cosh(πb /d) − cosh(πa /d)]
U
[1 + cosh(πb/d)][1 + cosh(πa/d)] d
d
ε0ε −πa / d
πa U 2
− e −πb / d ) i
4(e
d
d 2

(13)

where we used the fact that b/d > a/d and assumed that these
ratios are suﬃciently larger than 1. Equation 13 shows that, in
the drop impact experiments, the “static” equations for the
equilibrium contact angle (eqs 1 and 2) are replaced by the
following “dynamic” equations for the unstretched Teﬂon
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Figure 6. (a) Static water contact angle (SWCA) as a function of the stretching ratio of Teﬂon tape. The insets show the corresponding optical
images of the water drops observed orthogonally to the direction of the main surface ridges; SWCA of the unstretched Teﬂon is 96 ± 4°, whereas of
the 200%-stretched one, 147 ± 5°. The average ECA values were obtained by measuring at ﬁve diﬀerent positions on the same sample, and the
variance is reﬂected by the error bars. (b) Contact angle of a water drop on the unstretched surface observed orthogonally to the direction of surface
ridges and parallel to them. The left-hand side image corresponds to the image of the drop on the unstretched Teﬂon surrounded by a small
rectangular solid frame in panel (a). (c) Contact angle of a water drop on the 200%-stretched surface observed orthogonally to the direction of
surface ridges and parallel to them. The left-hand side image corresponds to the image of the drop on the 200%-stretched Teﬂon surrounded by a
small rectangular dashed frame in panel (a).

cos θeV = cos θe0,unstretched +

Cd 2
V
2γ

where the spread-out contact angle θi is found below.
If we approximate the spread-out drop shape as a spherical
segment of radius Ri, the latter is equal to

(14)

where V = 2U, and the capacitance in the present experiment is
given by
εε
πa
Cd = 0 (e−πa / d − e−πb / d) i
(15)
d
d

Ri =

Cd 2
rV
2γ

a i = R i sin θi

[(1 − cos θi)2 (2 + cos θi)]1/3

⎛ We ⎞0.166
⎟
= 0.61⎜
⎝ Oh ⎠

(21)

It is emphasized that in the approximate theory of the
present section the spread-out contact angle θi plays the role of
the receding contact angle; its value is close to 20°.
The potential energy available for drop receding from the
spread-out shape is of the order of Frai. If one neglects viscous
dissipation during the receding motion (as shown above, this is
possible in the present case), the height h at which the drop
bounces is found from the energy balance Frai ≈ mgh, where m
is the drop mass, and g is gravity acceleration. Using eqs 18−20
and the energy balance, we ﬁnd the bouncing height of the
drops as

(16)

(17)

It is emphasized that eqs 14−17 imply that during drop
impact water easily penetrates all of the grooves and cracks at
the surface; that is, the Wenzel state is realized in the spreadout wet spot, as it was demonstrated in refs 22−26.
At the moment of the maximum spread-out the restoring
force Fr acting at the drop is applied at the contact line and
equal to
Fr = γ(cos θi − cos θeV )2πa i

(20)

41/3sin θi

cos θ0,stretched
cos θ0,unstretched

(19)

and thus, according to eqs 3, 19, and 20, we arrive at the
following equation which determines the spread-out contact
angle θi resulting from drop impact

In eq 16 the factor r which expresses the ratio of the real
surface area of the drop bottom to the projected one is found
according to the Wenzel equation as
r=

[(1 − cos θi)2 (2 + cos θi)]1/3

due to the mass conservation.
On the other hand, due to the geometric considerations

Since b/d > a/d and both ratios are expected to be larger
than 1, Cd ≪ Cs, as the comparison of eqs 2 and 15 shows.
Therefore, in the drop impact experiments the voltage values
corresponding to the visible electrowetting eﬀect should be
signiﬁcantly higher than in the standard static experiments.
In the case of stretched Teﬂon, one can expect additional
surface roughness will appear, as the experimental data in
section 4 (Figures 7 and 8) shows. Therefore, when calculating
the chemical and electric energy of the drop bottom, one
should account for the increased eﬀective surface area. Then, eq
14 is replaced by the following one
cos θeV = cos θe0,stretched +

41/3R e

⎛ We ⎞0.166⎤
γ ⎡
⎟
⎢0.61⎜
⎥ (cos θi − cos θeV )
h=K
⎝ Oh ⎠
ρgR e ⎣
⎦
2

(22)

where K is the dimensionless factor which is less than 1 to
account for the viscous losses and the kinetic energy of the
oscillatory motions in the bouncing drops. Note that, as shown
above, the viscous losses are practically negligible in the present
case and the value of K is predominantly determined by the

(18)
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oscillatory motions in the bouncing drops. It is discussed in the
following section. In eq 22 the angle θi is found from eq 21, and
the angle θeV from eqs 14 and 15 in the case of the unstretched
Teﬂon. In the case of the stretched Teﬂon, the only change is
that eq 14 is replaced by eqs 16 and 17.
Equation 22 shows that as the voltage U increases, and thus
the angle θeV decreases and cos θeV increases, the height h
decreases. The largest bouncing height is achieved at V = 0,
when θeV = θe0 where in the cases of the unstretched and
stretched Teﬂon, θe0 = θe0,unstretched or θe0 = θe0,stretched,
respectively. In the following section the predictions of eqs
14 (or 16 and 17 for the stretched Teﬂon), 15, 21, and 22 for
the dependence h = h(V) are compared to the experimental
data in Figure 11.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Hydrophobic to Superhydrophobic Conversion
of Teﬂon. Among all solid organic polymers, poly(tetraﬂuoroethylene) (PTFE) is known to have the lowest
surface energy.36 PTFE, which is well-known as Teﬂon, shows
hydrophobic and oleophilic characteristics. The hydrophobic
properties of PTFE are caused by the ﬂuorination of the carbon
bonds. An equilibrium contact angle of water drops on the
unstretched PTFE surface is about 108 ± 2°.29 The equilibrium
contact angle of water drops can be dramatically raised by
increasing the surface roughness of Teﬂon by its stretching.
With increasing the stretching ratio parallel to the ﬁbrous
crystals of Teﬂon from 0 to 200%, the static water contact angle
(SWCA) increases from 96 ± 4° to 147 ± 5° (Figure 6a) when
observed in the direction orthogonal to that of the main surface
ridges (Figures 7 and 8); that is, the surface changes its wetting
properties from hydrophobic to superhydrophobic. The same
conclusion is reached when the contact angle is observed in the
direction parallel to the main surface ridges (Figure 6b and c).
Note that the latter two ﬁgures show some eﬀect of the surface
anisotropy on the contact angle.
The change in surface roughness, i.e., the surface area ratio r
> 1, associated with the change in the microstructure of the
PTFE crystals due to stretching results in switching the surface
wetting properties from hydrophobic (unstretched Teﬂon) to
superhydrophobic (stretched Teﬂon). For the unstretched
Teﬂon, the SWCA is 96 ± 4° (hydrophobic), whereas for the
stretching of 50%, the SWCA dramatically changed to 125 ± 5°
(ultrahydrophobic). For the stretching of 100−200%, the
SWCA increases slowly from 139 ± 3° to 147 ± 5°
(superhydrophobic).
To link the wettability change to the surface morphology,
scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the unstretched
and stretched Teﬂon (200%) were taken (Figure 7). Teﬂon is a
semicrystalline polymer, where the crystals are aligned in a
regular parallel array of relatively intact ridges before stretching
(Figure 7a). Some loosely bound PTFE ﬁbers are clearly seen
lying in between the ridges. When the Teﬂon tape is stretched,
the forces to be overcome are not the strong chemical bonds in
the polymer chains, but the van der Waals attractions between
PTFE crystals. Compared with chemical bonds, van der Waals
attractions are so weak that they can be easily overcome by
stretching.33 The SEM image (Figure 7b) shows that the
stretched ridges are crisscrossed by microcracks resulting from
stretching. This increases the surface area ratio r compared to
the unstretched Teﬂon and is responsible for the superhydrophobicity. The three-dimensional surface topography
images of the unstretched and stretched Teﬂon (200%)

Figure 7. SEM images of Teﬂon surface (a) unstretched and (b)
200%-stretched. Multiple microcracks appear across the ridges in the
stretched sample.

obtained by AFM are shown in Figure 8a,c and b,d,
respectively.
The roughness of the unstretched Teﬂon measured by AFM
was 209.9 nm (when measured using a 20 × 20 μm2 sample) or
157.8 nm (when measured using a 5 × 5 μm2 sample), whereas
it was higher, 245.6 or 223.1 nm, respectively, in case of the
stretched Teﬂon. The surface area ratio of the stretched Teﬂon
found from eq 17 is also listed in Table 1.
4.2. Dynamic Electrowetting on Unstretched and
Stretched Teﬂon. Drop impact tests with and without EW
were performed to investigate the ability of the unstretched and
stretched Teﬂon (200%) to repel or impale impacting water
drops. During these experiments, various wetting regimes like,
complete rebound, partial rebound, nonrebound, and deposition of drops were observed. In the absence of EW, with no
voltage applied at 0 kV, for both the unstretched (Figure 9a)
and stretched Teﬂon (Figure 10a) it was found that when a
water drop impacts onto a surface, it ﬁrst deforms and ﬂattens
into a pancake shape. After that, the receding motion begins
when the radius of the pancake diminishes. Finally, a drop can
rebound oﬀ the surface. The drop remains completely intact
during the impact and does not break into smaller water
droplets.
However, the rebounding heights hmax of water drops at V =
0 kV were diﬀerent in the case of the unstretched and stretched
Teﬂon (Figure 11a). The rebounding height was higher for the
stretched Teﬂon (hmax ≈ 5.13 mm) and lower for the
unstretched one (hmax ≈ 4.16 mm).
After applying a potential of 2 kV to the unstretched Teﬂon
(Figure 9b), it was found that although the spreading process
was similar to that at 0 kV (Figure 9a), the rebound changed
and the drop separated into two parts. The rebound height at 2
kV (hmax ≈ 3 mm) was diminished compared to the one at 0 kV
(hmax ≈ 4.16 mm). Then the voltage was systematically
increased up to 6.0 kV. At 6.0 kV (Figure 9c), there was no
rebound on the unstretched Teﬂon and the water drop stayed
pinned to the surface having the equilibrium contact angle of 78
± 3°. So the voltage of 6.0 kV is considered to be the EW
voltage for the unstretched Teﬂon. Hence, EW decreased the
equilibrium water contact angle on the unstretched Teﬂon from
96 ± 4° to 78 ± 3° at the EW voltage of 6.0 kV.
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Figure 8. AFM images of Teﬂon surface (a) unstretched and (b) 200%-stretched. The surface proﬁling line is shown by the dashed red line. The
surface elevations corresponding to the unstretched and stretched samples are shown in panels c and d, respectively.

Table 1. RMS Roughness (Rq) and the Surface Area Ratio ra

Teﬂon. Such water drops possess the equilibrium contact angle
of 67 ± 5°. Hence, EW decreased the water contact angle of the
stretched Teﬂon from 147 ± 5° to 67 ± 5° at EW voltage of 3
kV. It is emphasized that the mutual orientation of the direction
of stretching and the interelectrode direction on the Teﬂon
surface had no eﬀect on the results.
In comparison, a higher EW voltage (∼6.0 kV) was required
to reduce the equilibrium water contact angle on the
unstretched Teﬂon from 96 ± 4° to 78 ± 3°, and the
corresponding hydrophobic to partially hydrophilic switching
angle diﬀerence was only 18 ± 4°. On the other hand, a
comparatively lower EW voltage (∼3 kV) was required to
reduce the equilibrium water contact angle of the stretched
Teﬂon from 147 ± 5° to 67 ± 5°, and the superhydrophobic to
partially hydrophilic switching angle diﬀerence was signiﬁcantly
larger ∼80 ± 5°.
It is emphasized that the directional structure of the
unstretched and stretched Teﬂon seen in Figures 7 and 8

Rq [nm]
(a) unstretched
(b) 200%-stretched

20 × 20 μm2

5 × 5 μm2

r

209.9
245.6

157.8
223.1

1
8.0

a

The averaged values of Rq were obtained using the data from 16
diﬀerent areas.

After applying a potential of 2 kV to the stretched Teﬂon
(Figure 10b) it was found that the impacting water drop
spreads ﬁrst, then recedes and rebounds oﬀ the surface, while a
tiny part of it is still pinned to the surface. Even though the
water drop rebounds oﬀ the surface, the rebound height is
reduced from hmax ≈ 5.13 mm at V = 0 kV to hmax ≈ 1.8 mm at
V = 2 kV (Figure 11a). At 3 kV (Figure 10c) water drops
strongly stick to the surface without any rebound, so this
voltage is considered as the EW voltage for the stretched

Figure 9. Snapshots of drop impact onto the unstretched Teﬂon at (a) V = 0 kV, (b) V = 2 kV, and (c) V = 6.0 kV. Time interval between the
frames is 15 ms, and the scale bar is 2 mm. The corresponding videos are included in the Supporting Information (SI).
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Figure 10. Snapshots of drop impact onto the 200%-stretched Teﬂon at (a) V = 0 kV, (b) V = 2 kV, and (c) V = 3 kV. Time interval between the
frames is 15 ms, and the scale bar is 2 mm. The interelectrode line was parallel to the direction of the sample stretching. The corresponding videos
are included in the SI.

where H is the height from which the original drop was released
and Vosc is of the order of the magnitude of the oscillatory
motion in the bounced drop. Then

does not have any signiﬁcant eﬀect on drop bouncing from
these surfaces at any voltage applied, as the comparison of the
results corresponding to the two orientations of the
interelectrode line relative to the ridges reveals in Figure 11b.
This is probably partially related to the fact that the static
contact angle is also only weakly aﬀected by the surface
directionality, as Figures 6b,c show.
The theoretical predictions are compared to the experimental
data in Figure 11a. The calculations were done with We =
10.43, Oh = 0.0039, ε = 2.1, γ = 70.76 mN/m, d = 100 μm, and
a/d = 2.60 (for the unstretched Teﬂon), and d = 70 μm and a/
d = 2.83 (for the stretched Teﬂon). Also, it was taken ρ = 1000
kg/m3 and Re = 0.00096 m, and assumed that the b/d is
suﬃciently large compared to a/d to have a negligible eﬀect on
the results (cf. eq 15). The dimensionless factor K in eq 22 was
chosen as K = 0.098 for the impacts on the unstretched Teﬂon,
and K = 0.064 for the impacts on the 200%-stretched Teﬂon.
The values of K were determined from the corresponding cases
when no voltage was applied and kept the same for the other
cases (with voltage applied). They are of the same order of
magnitude but the value of K for the 200%-stretched surface is
lower than the one for the unstretched surface. This is
presumably due to the fact that the rougher stretched surface
slightly increases viscous losses, which are still small. The
comparison of the experimental results with the predictions
reveals a reasonable agreement. The values of K of the order of
0.1 show that only about 10% of the surface energy stored in
the spread-out drop is spent for bouncing. The rest 90% are
split between viscous losses (relatively small for water) and the
kinetic energy of the vigorous drop oscillations in ﬂight visible
in the snapshots in Figures 9 and 10 and the corresponding
videos in the SI.
Since viscous losses are negligible in the present case, as
shown above, the value of K can be evaluated using the
equation for the distribution of the supplied potential energy,
namely
mgH = mgh + mVosc 2

K≈

V 2
h
≈ 1 − osc2
H
V0

(24)

where use is made of the fact that V02 is of the order of gH.
The analysis of the video recordings corresponding to
Figures 9 and 10 reveals typical values of Vosc ≈ 0.59−0.6 m/s
in drops which bounced oﬀ the unstretched and stretched
surfaces, while V0 = 0.62 m/s. Then, according to eq 24, one
obtains K = 0.0635−0.0944, which is in a very good agreement
with the values of K = 0.064 and 0.098 used in the theoretical
predictions in Figure 11a.

5. CONCLUSION
The hydrophobic Teﬂon was converted into superhydrophobic
Teﬂon by simply stretching it. The dynamic electrowetting
(EW) studied in this work for the ﬁrst time does not involve an
electrode directly attached to the drop as in the case of the
static EW. As a result, the capacitance is dramatically reduced in
the present case and the EW phenomena can be observed only
in a much higher voltage range (in the kV range instead of the
V range) compared to the ordinary static electrowetting. A
sharp EW response of the 200%-stretched Teﬂon was found
experimentally and conﬁrmed theoretically, with the full EW
with the complete suppression of rebound of water drops
achieved at the voltage of 3 kV. Correspondingly, the
equilibrium contact angle was changed from 147 ± 3°
(superhydrophobic) at V = 0 kV to 67 ± 5° (partially
hydrophilic) at 3 kV. The EW response was weaker for the
unstretched Teﬂon, with the full EW with the complete
suppression of rebound of water drops achieved at the voltage
of 6.0 kV. Correspondingly, the equilibrium contact angle was
changed from 96 ± 4° to 78 ± 3° at 6.0 kV. The simpliﬁed
theory of the dynamic electrowetting proposed in this work was
capable of predicting the experimental data with reasonable
accuracy.
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